SUMMARY This paper proposes a decentralized and asynchronous replica control method based on a fair assignment of the variation in numerical data that has weak consistency for loosely coupled database systems managed or used by different organizations of human activity. Our method eliminates the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions even if replicas in all network partitions continue to process transactions when network partitioning occurs. A decentralized and asynchronous approach is needed because it is difficult to keep a number of loosely coupled systems in working order, and replica operations performed in a centralized and synchronous way can degrade the performance of transaction processing. We eliminate the transaction abort by fairly distributing the variation in numerical data to replicas according to their demands and updating the distributed variation using only asynchronously propagated update transactions without calculating the precise global state among reachable replicas. In addition, fairly assigning the variation of data to replicas equalizes the disadvantages of processing update transactions among replicas. Fairness control for assigning the data variation is performed by averaging the variation requested by the replicas. A simulation showed that our system can achieve extremely high performance for processing update transactions and fairness among replicas.
Introduction
The progress of world-wide computer networks has affected various fields of human activity, especially commercial activities, such as online shopping, trading, and banking. Applications used in commercial activities often handle numerical values, including the total stock of a particular product in a warehouse, production orders, and resources available to customers, such as rooms in a hotel. Such data is usually shared among many organizations all over the world. Those organizations usually place copies of the data in shared sites for better availability and scalability. As a result, a number of loosely coupled replicas exist around the world. It is difficult to keep loosely coupled replicated systems in working order for a long time. In addition, the type of user of these replicated database systems is changing from system experts to customers in commercial activities.
Control methods for replicated database systems can be classified into two types: strict and weak consistency. Strict consistency methods based on a quorum consensus and read-one-write-all [1] , [2] achieve serializability [3] but require a heavier overhead. On the other hand, weak con- sistency replica control methods [4] - [13] achieve high performance, availability, and scalability in return for permitting some inconsistency in the data. Several weak consistency replication methods [8] , [9] , [11] achieve extremely high availability and scalability for updating data anytime and anywhere using a decentralized and asynchronous approach. In such replication methods, any replica receiving an update transaction can initially process and then asynchronously propagate it among replicas. This type of data replication is called lazy-group replication [14] . In lazygroup replication, if an update transaction conflicts with already processed transactions, a conflict resolution procedure is invoked. This procedure depends on the semantics of a transaction. Replica control methods of this type have often been designed for specific applications. Conflict resolution can be defined using such application knowledge. When replicated database systems handle data using lazy-group replication even when network partitioning occurs, the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions can cause problems for customers and for the organizations managing or using replicas. Customers are required to issue requests to replicated database systems on the assumption that the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions can occur. For example, a customer sometimes chooses a distributor who can deliver a product earlier than others. In this case, the distributor must decide the earliest acceptable date for delivery. Assume that several replicas are separated from others but still continue to process update requests. The delivery date quoted to a customer might be extended because of the high number of requests processed by the separated replicas and the abort of some of the requests. When customers were notified about the longer delivery, they have to cancel their orders and place them to other distributors. Such behavior of replicated database systems confuses customers. From the viewpoint of organizations managing or using replicas (e.g., companies), the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions can be frequently imposed on some replicas. Because they usually compete with each other for their business, the probability of such an abort occurring in the result of customer trading can cause unfairness among replicas managed by the organizations.
To solve the above problems caused by the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions, we can use Data-Value Partitioning (DVP) [15] in a lazy-group replication method. DVP splits up the value of data for database systems. Each of them processes transactions usCopyright c 2005 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ing the split value. However, because DVP needs to calculate the current value of data, it requires the periodical synchronous operation of replicas even though replicas can process transactions without interacting with others. This synchronous operation decreases the performance and scalability of transaction processing.
This paper proposes a decentralized and asynchronous replica control method based on a fair assignment of the variation in numerical data that has weak consistency. We call this the fairly assigned variation based replica control (FVRC) method. This method achieves decentralized and asynchronous replica control that eliminates the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions even if replicas in all network partitions continue to process transactions. We eliminate the abort of transactions by distributing the variation of numerical data to replicas and updating the distributed variation using only asynchronously propagated update transactions. Because this update of the distributed variation is performed asynchronously without synchronously calculating the precise global state among reachable replicas, our method can achieve high performance and scalability. It also enables fairness among replicas by reassigning the variation of data to replicas according to their demands so that the disadvantage of processing transactions can be balanced.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a decentralized and asynchronous replica control method based on a fairly assigned variation of data that has weak consistency. This section covers three issues. The first is the characteristics of data handled by the FVRC system and operations for it. The second is how a replica dynamically processes those operations in a decentralized and asynchronous way. The third is an algorithm for fairly assigning the variation of data among replicas. In Sec. 3, the evaluated results are discussed in terms of the performance of transaction processing and fairness among replicas achieved by our method. Section 4 discusses related work. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Fairly Assigned Variation Based Replica Control

Characteristics of Data
First, we describe the general characteristics of data handled by the FVRC system. Figure 1 shows the general definition of data. A data item is represented by a signed numerical value that has upper and lower bounds. The value must not be larger than the upper bound or smaller than the lower bound. We call its range between the lower and upper bounds the valid range. In addition, we call the change that increases (decreases) the value a positive (negative) variation. The positive and negative variations are represented by the absolute value and the direction of the change in the value of data. The global positive and negative variation limits in the figure mean the maximum values that can be changed from the current value in the positive and negative directions, respectively. When multiple nodes manage data of this type, those nodes share the global variation limits in the two directions. Those limits are divided among replicas. We call the variation that a replica can perform without interacting with other replicas the local variation limit. Splitting up the value of data was originally proposed in DataValue Partitioning (DVP) [15] .
Examples of such data include stock in a warehouse, production orders, the accounting period for which a customer uses facilities, balance of a bank account, and the number of vacant rooms in a hotel. In the case of warehouse stock, the upper bound is determined by the capacity of the warehouse and the lower bound is usually zero. For production orders, the upper bound is the total production capacity in a particular period and the lower bound is zero. For the accounting period for which a customer uses facilities, the lower bound is the present time and the upper bound is infinity.
Operation Types
We define four types of operations of the FVRC system: read, data initialization, positive variation, and negative variation. These operations are described in detail in Sec. 2.7. The data initialization operation simply sets the value of data. The read operation returns the range of the current value of a data object. The positive and negative variation operations modify the data in the positive and negative directions, respectively.
Assumptions
• The clocks of all nodes are precisely synchronized.
The timestamp that is included in a message exchanged between replicas can be considered reliable by other nodes. Clock synchronization is accomplished in various ways [16] - [18] .
• Every node can calculate to which neighboring node it should transmit a message to send it to a particular node in a network. This can easily be accomplished using distributed shortest path algorithms used for routing methods [19] .
Overview of Replica Control
The FVRC system has the same architecture as that for lazygroup replication [14] to achieve high scalability, availability, and performance for transaction processing. This architecture consists of replica and client nodes as shown in Fig. 2 . Replicas are connected with logical links and form a logical network. Any replica can initially process update transactions. The processed update transactions are asynchronously propagated among replicas.
In our system, a replica has three functions: (1) processing the four types of operations, (2) processing variation operations that are asynchronously transmitted from other replicas, and (3) reassigning the local variation limits among replicas. To perform these functions, a replica has three types of node-dependent values, which are described in Sec. 2.6: accumulated variation limit, precedence variation limit, and precedence consumption ratio. A replica eliminates the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions by processing transactions using only these values managed by itself and by reducing but still keeping the range of available transactions within that for practical use. Because a replica does not interact with others for transaction processing, our method can achieve high performance and scalability.
When a replica receives a read operation from a client, the replica returns the current value of its copy and its unconsumed local variation limit, which means the amount in the local variation limit that has not been used to process variation operations yet. In Fig. 2 , when client C 4 issues a read operation to replica 8, it sends a reply message to C 4 without interacting with other replicas.
When a variation operation arrives at a replica, the replica processes the operation in one of three ways. The first way is performed when the requested variation is equal to or less than its unconsumed local variation limit. In this case, a replica can process the operation without synchronously interacting with any other replicas. In Fig. 2 , when client C 1 issued a variation operation to replica 9, the operation was immediately processed by the replica and then asynchronously propagated to replicas 6, 7, and 5. The processed operation finally arrives at all replicas. The second and third ways are performed when the requested variation is greater than its unconsumed local variation limit. In these ways, a replica interacts with other replicas for transaction processing. However, we suppose that these ways are exceptional operations for replicas because replicas should fairly share the local variation limits prior to processing variation operations. In the second way, a replica has a set of replicas that are comparatively tightly coupled with it. We call this a coupled replica set. A replica tries to obtain some of the unconsumed local variation limits of replicas included in its coupled replica set. If a replica can obtain the variation limit to process the operation, it processes it. In Fig. 2 , when replica 4 receives a variation operation from client C 2 , it is processed by using the unconsumed local variation limits of replicas 4 and 8. In the third way, a variation operation is propagated to other replicas. When a replica receives it and determines that it should use its unconsumed local variation limit for the operation, then the operation is processed. If two or more replicas process the same operation, replicas other than the one that began processing it earliest perform undo processes. In Fig. 2 , when replicas 3 and 5 process a variation operation from client C 2 and notify replica 1 about the commitment of the operation in that order, replica 1 sends a request for the undo of the processed operation to replica 5. When a variation operation is processed using the first and second ways, a client is notified that it has been successfully processed with probability 1. When the third way is used, a client is notified that the probability that the operation will be successfully processed is less than 1. After processing variation operations using the above three ways, a replica asynchronously disseminates a variation operation to the other replicas by means of gossiping [20] .
In our method, the local variation limits are fairly assigned among replicas and all replicas calculate their unconsumed local variation limit to process update transactions. These processes require a decentralized and asynchronous way because a centralized and synchronous way can degrade the performance of transaction processing and it is difficult to keep a number of loosely coupled systems in working order due to network partitioning, node failures, administrative shutdown, and so on. Section 2.5 describes the range of available transactions in our method. The three types of node-dependent values for transaction processing are explained in Secs. 2.6 and 2.7. The fair assignment of the local variation limits is periodically performed based on the demand to change their local variation limits, which is described in detail in Secs. 2.9 and 2.10. When network partitioning occurs, it is performed among replicas that are accessible. This process is fair in terms of the amount of variation demanded by replicas.
Available Transactions
To process general transactions requiring strict consistency, transaction processing by replicas must satisfy one-copy serializability [1] . However, in lazy-group replication, one-copy serializability can cause the abort of already committed transactions through undo and redo operations because any replica can initially process transactions. Therefore, to eliminate the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions, in addition to the transaction processing using the three types of node-dependent values, our method reduces the range of available transactions but keeps it within that for practical use. In our method, when a replica receives a variation operation asynchronously propagated from other replicas, there are two types of ordering variation operations: ordered and commutative. The first type reorders variation operations in ascending order of their timestamps and processes them. If a newer variation operation has already been processed, it is undone, older variation operations are processed, and the undone newer operation is then redone. For the first type of ordering, the total change in data value caused by variation operations must not change depending on the processing order of operations. This condition is necessary because the total change in data value caused by variation operations can cause failures in processing variation operations after reordering, which means that the abort of already committed transactions can occur. The second type processes variation operations in the order of their arrival. This type is available for operations that exhibit the convergence property [14] . Transactions that exhibit this property do not cause inconsistency depending on the processing order of transactions, which means that the total change in data value caused by variation operations is constant independently of the processing order of operations. Therefore, replicas do not abort already committed transactions in either type of ordering of variation operations.
In addition to the ordering of processed transactions, an undo operation can be performed in the third way of processing variation operations in our method. In this case, a redo operation is not performed, as described in the previous section. Therefore, because an undo operation only decreases the unconsumed local variation limit, replicas do not asynchronously abort already committed transactions in the third way of transaction processing.
Node-Dependent Values for Decentralized and Asynchronous Replica Control
To process variation operations, a replica needs to be assigned the local variation limit and calculate its unconsumed local variation limit. The calculation of the unconsumed local variation limit is divided into two phases: initialization and recalculation. The recalculation is necessary because replicas that have fully used their allocated unconsumed local variation limits cannot continue to process update transactions despite the existence of a newly available global variation limit. A simple way to assign the local variation limits to replicas and determine the unconsumed local variation limits in the initialization and recalculation phases is to calculate the global variation limit and allocate it to replicas in the same way as in DVP. This simple way needs to calculate the precise current value when all replicas are reachable or its range when some replicas are unreachable. The range can be calculated using the local variation limits allocated to unreachable replicas. When the upper and lower bounds of the current value are v u and v l , respectively, the positive and negative global variation limits are v max − v u and v l − v min , respectively, where v max and v min are the upper and lower bounds of the valid range of the data. This is a centralized and synchronous approach because it needs to gather information from reachable replicas and preserve information used in the recalculation phase unchanged while calculating the global variation limit. Therefore, while calculating the global variation limit in the recalculation phase in this way, a number of loosely coupled replicas stop processing update transactions. As a result, this simple way is not only inadequate for a number of loosely coupled systems but also can degrade the performance of transaction processing.
To achieve a decentralized and asynchronous replica control to assign the local variation limits to replicas and determine the unconsumed local variation limit, we first introduce a new value, which we call the accumulated variation limit (AVL). The AVL is a fuzzy global state of all replicas and has the same role as the global variation limit in the simple way described just above. It is necessary as a base in order to fairly distribute the local variation limits among replicas. In addition, to achieve the asynchronous operation of a replica, the AVL is required to guarantee the consistency of data even if replicas continue to process update transactions using the assigned variation of any of their transient states including the recalculation phase of the unconsumed local variation limit calculation.
Every replica manages the AVL for every data object. The AVLs can vary among replicas. We use two types of AVLs: positive and negative AVLs. The positive (negative) AVL is the difference between the upper (lower) bound and the initial value of the data in the initialization phase. In the recalculation phase, a replica increases the positive and negative AVLs as a result of the change caused by negative and positive variation operations, respectively. This is because when a variation operation changes the value of the data in a particular direction, the same variation in the opposite direction can be processed so that the consistency of data is maintained. The definition of the AVL is the same as the global variation limit in the initialization phase. However, the AVL is different from it in the recalculation phase.
In our method, because updates by variation operations are asynchronously propagated among replicas and network partitioning occasionally occurs, the AVLs that are calculated by replicas can vary. Because the negotiation of the AVLs among replicas needs their synchronized operations, our method separates the determination of the fairness among replicas from the calculation of the global state of the AVL. Our method allocates part of the AVL to a replica with a particular ratio as the total amount of the variation that the replica can perform after the last data initialization operation. We call this ratio the precedence variation limit (PVL). A replica calculates its unconsumed local variation limit by subtracting the total amount of the variation that it has already performed from the product of AVL and PVL.
From its definition, the AVL has two properties. First, the AVL is monotonically increasing as time progresses. Second, the AVLs in all replicas converge to the same value when all replicas have finished processing all input update transactions. Because a replica processes variation operations by consuming the product of AVL and PVL, these two properties mean that already committed variation operations will be never aborted in the future when the PVL is constant. These properties are important for our method to eliminate the abort of already committed transactions and maintain the consistency of data even if replicas process transactions in any transient state of the AVL. As a result of these properties, when a replica receives an asynchronously propagated variation operation, it can immediately begin to process variation operations by using its unconsumed local variation limit in the AVL increased by the variation operation. In other words, any transient state of the AVL maintains the consistency of data. Therefore, the definitions of the AVL and PVL lead to the decentralized, asynchronous and immediate update of the unconsumed local variation limit for replicas in the recalculation phase by eliminating the high overhead needed for a centralized and synchronous approach. This eliminates the degradation of advantages in decentralized and asynchronous methods to process update transactions such as those for updating anytime and anywhere [8] , [9] , [11] . Figure 3 shows the relationships among the AVL, PVL, and global and local variation limits. In addition to the AVL managed by a replica, there is the unknown AVL caused by variation operations which have already been processed by other replicas but not propagated to the replica. The sum of the AVL and the unknown AVL can be divided into the global variation limit and the total amount of the variation that all replicas have already performed after the last data initialization operation. The calculation of the latter and the unknown AVL needs synchronized operations among replicas. Hence, our method uses the AVL without calculating these. In addition, a replica can calculate its unconsumed local variation limit with only its local information, which is the variation that it has already performed after the last data initialization operation and the product of the AVL and PVL. Because it uses decentralized and asynchronous replica operations, our method is suited to a number of loosely coupled systems and eliminates the degradation of transaction processing performance.
In our method, all nodes manage the following three types of node-dependent values for all data objects to achieve the three functions described in Sec. 2.4. The AVL and PVL have already been introduced in this section. We formally redefine them here.
• Accumulated Variation Limit (AVL): There are two types of the AVLs: positive and negative AVLs. The positive (negative) AVL is initially the difference between the upper (lower) bound and the initial value of the data. Then, the positive (negative) AVL is increased by a negative (positive) variation operation that arrives from a client or another replica. In the rest of this paper, we let A (i) be the AVL of replica i. When we need to distinguish AVLs, we use A PVL is the variation that a replica can perform after the last data initialization operation. The unconsumed positive (negative) local variation limit is the difference between the product of the positive (negative) AVL and the positive (negative) PVL and the variation that a replica has already performed after the last data initialization operation. Therefore, the total sum of PVLs of all replicas is 1 for the consistency of data. The PVLs are reassigned fairly among replicas. For simple reassignment of PVLs, the PVL takes a discrete quantity in the FVRC system. Let − for the positive and negative PVLs, respectively.
• Precedence Consumption Ratio (PCR): The PCR represents the ratio of the total amount of the variation performed by a replica after the last data initialization operation to the product of AVL and PVL. This value should be in the interval [0, 1]. There are two types of PCRs: positive and negative PCRs. The PCR is accumulated whenever a variation operation is processed. In the rest of this paper, we let r (i) be the PCR on replica i. When we need to distinguish the positive and negative PCRs, we use r 
Processing Operations
As mentioned in Sec. 2.2, there are four types of operations: read, data initialization, positive variation, and negative variation. Here, we explain these operations in detail. Let B + and B − be the upper and lower bounds of a data object. Because the positive and negative unconsumed local variation limits for replica i are l
, respectively, the current value of the data object is in the range between B + − l
. When a replica receives a read operation, it returns the value of its copy of the data object and that range. If a client requests a more precise range of the current value of a data object, a replica uses the sum of unconsumed local variation limits on replicas in its coupled replica set in addition to its own unconsumed local variation limit.
The data initialization operation simply sets the value of a data object and the positive and negative AVLs.
The positive and negative variation operations increase the positive and negative PCRs, respectively. In addition, the positive and negative variation operations increase the negative and positive AVLs, respectively, and cause recalculation of the negative and positive PCRs, respectively.
Let v
j be the variation of the j th variation operation arriving at replica i. We state that a variation operation with v (i) j meets the PVL, if
is equal to or less than 1. When a variation operation on a data object meets the PVL of the data object, a replica processes it and changes the copy of the data object in the replica. Then the PCR of the data object is changed to the value calculated by Formula (1). When positive and negative variation operations are successfully processed, the negative and positive AVLs are increased by the variation caused by the operations, respectively. In addition, the negative and positive PCRs are modified to
where
c is the variation caused by the variation operation.
When the PVL is insufficient, a replica uses either the second or third way described in Sec. 2.4 according its policy. In the second way, a replica tries to obtain part of the PVL from each of several replicas included in its coupled replica set to increase the level of its PVL. If it succeeds in obtaining enough PVL to process the variation operation, then it is processed in the same way as for processing a variation operation from a client. A replica i that increases or decreases some of its PVL modifies its PCR to
where l (i) * , l (i) , and r (i) are the PVL, PCR before the transfer of the PVL and the changed PVL after the transfer of the PVL, respectively.
In the third way, when replica i receives a variation operation and does not have enough unconsumed local variation limit to process it, replica i distributes it to other replicas using gossiping [20] . When a replica receives a distributed variation operation and has enough unconsumed local variation limit to process it, the replica uses the same way as for processing a variation operation from a client. Then the replica returns a notification message to replica i to report the commitment of the requested variation operation. If replica i receives multiple commitments, it sends requests for an undo operation of the processed variation operation to replicas from which replica i did not first receive the commitment. Then, replica i sends a request for the asynchronous propagation of the processed variation operation to the replica from which replica i first received the commitment.
When a positive (negative) replica receives variation operations asynchronously propagated from other replicas, it changes the negative (positive) AVL and PCR in the same way as for processing a positive (negative) variation operation from a client without changing the positive (negative) PCR. Figure 5 demonstrates the operation of the FVRC system in an example network. The four networks in the figure show state transitions of the example network. They are first configured so that both their positive and negative AVLs are 27 and their PVLs are 1/9. The value of the data object is set to 27 by a data initialization operation and the valid range is from 0 to 54. In Fig. 5 (a) , all the replicas are reachable from each other. Client C 1 first sends a negative variation operation of 3 to replica 9 (E 1 ). Because it has the negative unconsumed local variation limit of 3, the negative variation operation is processed and its negative unconsumed local variation limit is fully used. As a result, replica 9 increases the positive AVL to 30. Then, the negative variation operation is asynchronously propagated to replica 7 (E 2 ). Replica 7 also increases its positive AVL to 30. In Fig. 5 (b) , the network is partitioned. The variation operation initially sent by C 1 is propagated to replica 6 (E 3 ) and it increases its positive AVL to 30. Client C 2 then sends a positive variation operation of 3 to replica 1 (E 4 ). It is asynchronously propagated to replicas 5, 3, and 2 (E 5 , E 6 , and E 7 ). Replicas 1, 5, 3, and 2 increase their negative AVLs to 30. In Fig. 5 (c) , the network is furthermore partitioned. Client C 3 then sends a positive variation operation of 3 to replica 8 (E 8 ). It is asynchronously propagated to replica 4 (E 9 ). Replicas 8 and 4 increase their negative AVLs to 30. Finally, the network partitioning is partially recovered as shown in Fig. 5 (d) . The variation operations originally issued by clients C 1 and C 2 are propagated to replicas 8 and 4 (E 10 and E 11 ) and 7, 9, and 6 (E 12 , E 13 , and E 14 ), respectively. Replicas 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9 increase both their positive and negative AVLs to 30.
Example of Variation Operation Processing
Here, we consider the global variation limit by assuming that any information of all the replicas is available. In  Figs. 5 (a), (b) , (c), and (d), the pairs of the positive and negative global variation limits are (30, 24), (27, 27), (24, 30) , and (24, 30), respectively, where (G p , G n ) means that G p and G n are the positive and negative global variation limits, respectively. If replicas can process variation operations that exceed the global variation limit, the consistency of data will be broken. Table 1 shows the positive and negative unconsumed local variation limits in all the replicas in Figs. 5 (a) , (b), (c), and (d). In every state, the total unconsumed local variation limits never exceed the global variation limits described above. Therefore, in any dynamic transient state, our method maintains the consistency of data.
Fair PVL Reassignment
As described in Sec. 1, a decentralized and asynchronous way is needed for controlling a number of loosely coupled systems. Because a number of loosely coupled replicas are occasionally partitioned and the set of replicas in operation dynamically change, replicas participating in a calculation for replica control may become unreachable before its completion. Therefore, a replica control method must maintain the consistency of data even if it cannot be completed and stops in a transient state. This requirement is needed for the PVL reassignment as well as the calculation of the unconsumed local variation limit described in Sec. 2.6. In addition, because it is generally difficult to detect the termination of a distributed algorithm, the distributed PVL reassignment method moreover needs to satisfy this requirement. To achieve it, we must minimize the scope of procedures in the PVL reassignment that can cause the inconsistency of data if they stop in a transient state. The scope means the length of message sequence and the number of replicas participating in a procedure in the PVL reassignment. In this section, we define the PVL reassignment method so that its distributed version satisfies the above requirement, which is described in Sec. 2.10. For replicas to process variation operations, they need sufficient PVLs. The FVRC system fairly reassigns the PVLs of replicas periodically. When a replica tries to change its PVL from the k th b to k th a levels, it specifies the difference between k a and k b . We call this difference the PVL alteration. For the FVRC system, we define the fairness of assigning PVLs as follows. The fair state is the case such that the rate at which replicas successfully obtain a PVL alteration is the same when replicas demand the same series of PVL alteration.
To achieve this fairness, the FVRC system reassigns PVL as follows. Let a (i) be a PVL alteration requested by replica i. The FVRC method modifies PVL l (i) to the level
where n, x , and x are the number of replicas, the largest integer not greater than x, and the smallest integer not smaller than x, respectively. In addition, the total sum of M in all replicas is equal to j a ( j) . This reassignment causes all the replicas to have the same insufficient or excessive PVL. After the reassignment of the PVL, the PCR is changed to
wherel (i) is the reassigned PVL of replica i. The reassignment of PVLs must satisfy two requirements. The first is that a reassigned PVL must remain in the range between d 1 and d m , where d 1 and d m are the minimum and maximum levels of the PVL, respectively. The second is that a PCR of a replica remains in the range between 0 and 1.
Because (4) is equal to or less than d m . In addition, from Formula (6), the PCR is never less than zero. Therefore, a replica must specify a PVL alteration request so that a reassigned PVL is equal to or more than the PVL that makes Formula (6) equal to 1. To accomplish this, we introduce the upper bound of a (i) , or b max . Hence, a replica must issue an alteration request satisfying
where x is the minimum PVL so that the PCR after PVL reassignment does not exceed 1. In addition, because d m − b max ≥ x from inequality (7), a replica must not use the local variation limit from d m − b max to d m . We consider that the global variation limit is distributed among replicas and there are no replicas with most of the AVL in real cases. Therefore, this might not decrease the applicability of our system.
Distributed Fair PVL Reassignment
In our system, every replica processes update transactions based on a PVL reassigned by the distributed algorithm. PVLs are periodically reassigned among replicas. PVLs used in period i are calculated for a time slot within period i − 1 by the distributed algorithm as shown in Fig. 6 . The gap between the end of the time slot in period i − 1 and the beginning of the next period i is sufficiently greater than the maximum time offset that can be achieved by a time synchronization method used in the system. The FVRC system achieves fairness among all replicas by averaging alteration requests as represented in Formula (5) . Replicas usually process different numbers of variation operations. If an FVRC system has replicas that process very different numbers of operations simultaneously, then the replicas processing a small number of variation operations have a lower probability of obtaining sufficient PVL than replicas processing more operations. Hence, we introduce a virtual replica process. A replica contains one or more virtual replica processes. In proportion to the number of virtual replica processes that a replica has, it can process more variation operations. The following describes the operation of the virtual replica process.
Let g (i) be a variable for calculating M on replica i shown in Formula (5). It is initially a (i) . We call g (i) an arbitrated request. In addition, we call the difference between an arbitrated request of a neighboring replica and its own an arbitrated request difference. We use three types of messages for the distributed algorithm: PVL notification, PVL exchange request, and PVL exchange acknowledgment. The PVL notification message contains the arbitrated request of a replica that issued the message. This message is not forwarded by any replicas. The PVL exchange request message contains the identifier of the source replica that originally issued the message, its arbitrated request, and that of the destination replica of the message. The PVL exchange acknowledgment message contains the identifier of the source replica of the PVL exchange request message in conjunction with the acknowledgment message and its arbitrated request. Figure 7 shows the distributed fairness control algorithm. The following describes it.
Replica i sends PVL notification messages including
g (i) to all neighboring replicas. 2. When replica i receives PVL notification messages from all neighboring replicas, it determines the maximum arbitrated request difference. 3. If the maximum arbitrated request difference of replica i occurs in the connection between i and j, and g
is greater than 1, replica i sends a PVL exchange request message to replica j. The request message includes g (i) , g ( j) , and i. If the maximum arbitrated request difference is equal to 1, the PVL exchange request messages are delivered to all replicas whose arbitrated requests are g (i) + 1. 4. When replica i receives a PVL exchange request message from replica j, replica i determines if the next hop for the source replica of the message is j in order that replica i never receives the same message from more than one neighboring replica. When this is true, g (i) in the message is equal to g (i) of replica i, and
is
: the set of neighboring replicas. I (i) : the set of replicas from which a notification message arrives. init: more than 1, replica i decrements g (i) by 1 and sends replica j a PVL exchange acknowledgment message for the request message, where g (o) is the arbitrated request of the source replica of the request message. When
is equal to 1 and the maximum arbitrated request difference of replica i is 0, replica i forwards the request message to all neighboring replicas whose arbitrated requests are g (i) . When
is equal to 1 and the maximum arbitrated request difference of replica i is 1, replica i forwards the request message to a neighboring replica whose arbitrated requests are g (i) + 1. 5. When replica i receives the acknowledgment message and it is the source replica of the request message in conjunction with the acknowledgment message, it increments g (i) by 1. Otherwise, it forwards the acknowledgment message toward the source replica when the next hop for it has an arbitrated request that is greater than that of the source replica. During the forwarding process of the acknowledgment message, a replica forwarding it temporarily increments its arbitrated request by 1.
Theorem 1:
This algorithm converges, and the maximum arbitrated request difference between any two replicas in a network is at most one.
Proof:
The procedure in our algorithm by which two replicas exchange their arbitrated requests through a PVL exchange request message is called a PVL exchange procedure. In this procedure, replicas i and j increment g (i) and decrement g ( j) by 1, respectively. First, let us consider the PVL exchange procedure performed between neighboring replicas. When a replica with the maximum arbitrated request value in a network has neighboring replicas with arbitrated requests that are the maximum arbitrated request value minus 2 or less, then the replica with the maximum value receives a PVL exchange request message. Because the PVL exchange procedure is performed between replicas whose arbitrated requests differ by 2 or more, the PVL exchange procedure never causes an increase in the number of replicas with the maximum arbitrated request value. Therefore, the number of replicas with the maximum arbitrated request value decreases. For the same reason, the number of replicas with the minimum arbitrated request value decreases by iterations of the PVL exchange procedure. After iterations of the PVL exchange procedure, the difference in the arbitrated request value of a replica with those of its neighboring replicas is within ±1.
Next, let us consider the PVL exchange procedure performed between non-neighboring replicas. A PVL exchange request message from replica i is forwarded along paths where any replica j has g ( j) = g (i) + 1. Then, it reaches the first replica k whose g (k) is equal to or more than g (i) + 2 and a PVL exchange procedure is executed. Iterations of this procedure decrease the number of replicas that have the minimum or maximum arbitrated request value until the difference between the maximum and minimum arbitrated request value in the network is 1 at most. Then, our algorithm converges. In addition, a PVL exchange procedure preserves the total sum of arbitrated requests for all replicas. This means that the arbitrated requests of any replicas are finally
The distributed PVL reassignment is composed of PVL exchange procedures. In the PVL exchange procedure, a replica always provides or receives one level of the PVL with a neighboring replica. Only the change in the level of the PVL can cause data inconsistency. Therefore, our method minimizes the scope of replica procedures that can cause data inconsistency if they stop in a transient state. In addition, the PVLs for any replicas are never lower than x in any transient state as seen in inequality (7) because the PVL exchange procedure never increases the maximum and never decreases the minimum arbitrated request value in a network. This means that all transient states become consistent by atomically executing the minimized scope that can cause data inconsistency. Two replicas can negotiate the exchange of the PVL using a three-way handshake [21] . Figure 8 shows an example network to demonstrate the operation of the distributed fair PVL reassignment. Figure 9 demonstrates the operation in the example network. This operation is the result of the implemented program showing the change in arbitrated requests for every replica.
Example of Distributed Fair PVL Reassignment
For replica 2, the maximum arbitrated request difference occurs in connection with replica 4 at time T 1 because the arbitrated request differences with replicas 1, 3, and 4 are −2, 2, and 4, respectively, so replica 2 performs a PVL exchange procedure with replica 4. In the same way, the maximum arbitrated request difference for replicas 1, 5, 3, 1, 2, 3, 2, and 1 occurs in connection with replicas 5, 6, 6, 5, 4, 6, 3, and 5 at times T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 5 , T 6 , T 7 , T 8 , and T 9 , respectively. For replica 4, the maximum arbitrated request difference occurs in connection with replicas 1 and 2 at time T 10 because arbitrated request differences with replicas 1, 2, and 3 are −1, 1, and 1, respectively, so replica 4 sends PVL exchange request messages to replicas 2 and 3. Then, the message sent to replica 3 is forwarded to replica 6, and finally replica 4 performs a PVL exchange procedure with replica 6. For replica 1, the maximum arbitrated request difference occurs in connection with replica 5 at time T 11 because arbitrated request differences with replicas 2, 4, and 5 are 2, 2, and 3, respectively, so replica 1 performs a PVL exchange procedure with replica 5. For replica 1, the maximum arbitrated request difference occurs in connection with replicas 2, 4, and 5 at time T 12 because arbitrated request differences with replicas 2, 4, and 5 are 1, 1, and 1, respectively, so replica 1 sends PVL exchange request messages to replicas 2, 4, and 5. Then, the message sent to replica 5 is forwarded to replica 6, and finally replica 1 performs a PVL exchange procedure with replica 6.
Evaluation
The function of our method can be divided into two subfunctions. One is the transaction processing using the nodedependent values, which are AVL, PVL, and PCR. The other is the reassignment of the PVL. To clarify the effectiveness of these sub-functions, we evaluated them separately. In Secs. 3.1 and 3.2, we discuss evaluated results in terms of the performance of transaction processing using the nodedependent values and the effectiveness of PVL reassignment, respectively.
Transaction Processing Using Node-Dependent Values
To evaluate the performance of the transaction processing of our method by simulation, we used a square grid topology of 10 × 10 replica nodes. Each of the replica nodes and links failed or was administratively shutdown with probability of 0.1. The states of replica nodes and links changed at a regular interval T c . A client did not send a request for a variation operation to unavailable replicas. When a variation operation is propagated among replicas, there are two types of strategies: immediate and deferred [22] . In the immediate strategy, an update transaction is propagated without being aggregated by replicas. In the deferred strategy, update transactions are aggregated before being sent to other replicas. We denote the times for the propagation of variation operations among replicas in the immediate and deferred strategies by T p and T d , respectively. In this evaluation, we used T p as a unit of a time and assumed that T d was 10T p . Each replica received positive and negative variation operations whose total change for time period T p had a continuous uniform distribution on the interval [0, 2]. When currently proposed lazy-group replication methods are used, they cannot eliminate the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions. To clarify the effectiveness of our method, we compared it with a replication method that we call lazy-group DVP. In lazy-group DVP, the value of data is split up and assigned to replicas. Each of them processes transactions using the assigned value. The assigned value of data is recalculated among reachable replicas at a regular interval T r . The performance of transaction processing by lazy-group DVP depends on T r and a time period T s that it takes for replicas to recalculate the assigned value of data in lazy-group DVP. For this recalculation, replicas need to take three steps. First, they need to negotiate about the beginning of the recalculation. Second, they need to calculate the range of the current value of data by exchanging variation operations that have already been processed. Third, they need to split up the value of data and then negotiate about the split value. Because it takes T p for replicas to negotiate variation operations among themselves as described above, we assume that it takes three times T p to execute the recalculation of the assigned value for replicas in lazy-group DVP. Figure 10 shows the change in the probability of variation operations being processed successfully in the immediate strategy when T r was changed from T p to 10T p . In this evaluation, the positive and negative global variation limits were initially 300, which is equal to the total change in variation operations processed by all the replicas for 3T p on average. The very small change in the success probability of our method was caused by the difference in variation operations probabilistically generated in every simulation. Our method achieved higher success probability than lazy-group DVP in any T r . In this figure, the success probability of lazy-group DVP is greatest when T r is 6T p Figure 11 shows the change in the success probability of processed variation operations in the deferred strategy when T r was changed from 10T p to 100T p . The range of T r in the deferred strategy is different than that in the immediate one because the deferred strategy is generally used to decrease the overhead of processing refresh transactions, and the recalculation of assigned value for replicas requires higher overhead than the processing of refresh transactions. In this evaluation, the positive and negative global variation limits were initially 1500, which is equal to the total change in variation operations processed by all the replicas for 15T p on average. Our method achieved higher success probability than lazy-group DVP in any T r . In this figure, the success probability of lazy-group DVP is greatest when T r is 10T p . The maximum success probability of lazy-group DVP in the deferred strategy is greater than that in the immediate one because the initial value of data in the deferred strategy is much greater than that in the immediate one, which enables replicas to process updates without interacting with others for a longer time. Figure 12 shows the success probabilities of our method and lazy-group DVP when T c was changed from 1 to 100 and T r was fixed to 6T p and 10T p in the immediate and deferred strategies, respectively. In the immediate strategy, the success probability of our method in the whole range of T r was better than that of lazy-group DVP. In the deferred strategy, the success probability of our method was better than that of lazy-group DVP when T c was less than about 60T p . In both strategies, the longer T c , the smaller the success probability of our method, while that of lazy group DVP was almost independent of T c . In our method, the increase in the AVL caused by a variation operation was activated after it had arrived at all replicas. When T c was long, variation operations tended to stay in a partitioned network for a long time. Therefore, because part of the AVL had not been activated for a long time, the success probability of our method decreased when T c was long. In this evaluation, all replicas received positive and negative variation operations generated based on the same probability distribution function. However, if variation operations received by replicas vary and T c is long, the success probability of lazy-group DVP also decreases. This is because when most positive variation operations are performed in a network partition and most negative ones are performed in another, replicas cannot continue to process variation operations due to the lack of the global variation limit. Hence, the network of replica nodes should be designed so that particular replicas are not separated from the others for a long time. When a network of replicas satisfies this requirement, the success probability of our method is much better than that of lazygroup DVP.
PVL Reassignment
When we apply the FVRC system for practical use, an organization managing a replica must perform the following two steps. (1) It estimates the numbers (e.g., products) handled in the FVRC system that are necessary for its business in the next period using past business results and businessspecific knowledge and (2) it issues a PVL alteration request for the difference between the estimated and current numbers. To achieve step (1), we need the characteristics of request arrivals, which strongly depend on the type of business. Therefore, we excluded step (1) from the scope of this evaluation. In this evaluation, we assumed for simplicity that requests arrive according to the Poisson process and those organizations managing replicas can estimate the precise number needed for their business in the next period using the estimation of step (1) .
We evaluated the FVRC system in terms of performance for successfully processing variation operations and fairness in obtaining the PVL among replicas. We assumed that the number of variation operations arriving at replicas follows the Poisson process. Thus, the probability that n operations arrive in time period T P(n, T) is
where λ is the mean value of the number of arrivals per unit time. First, we evaluated the performance of the whole replicated system by simulation. In this simulation, there were m replicas in the system. They received negative variation operations with the same variation and processed them using only their own unconsumed local variation limits. The arrival of negative variation operations followed the Poisson process. The mean number of arrivals in period T was λT . In the initial state of the simulation, the negative global variation limit was equal to the variation needed to process mλT negative variation operations. In the first period, the negative global variation limit was distributed in proportion to the number of variation operations estimated to arrive. The estimated number of operations certainly arrived at replicas in the following period. Each replica performed the estimation of step (1) . At the beginning of the second period, a positive variation operation arrived and was distributed to all replicas. The variation of the operation was the variation needed to process mλT negative variation operations, which is the same as in the first period.
From the second period, a replica issued a PVL alteration request as the difference between the estimated number of variation operations for the next and current periods. Those alteration requests were arbitrated among repli- cas and then assigned as PVLs of replicas that might differ from those needed for the estimated number. If the assigned PVL was insufficient, the probability that variation operations were successfully processed was less than 1. Otherwise, the probability was 1. The simulation iterated 100 periods in the same way. In addition, we performed this simulation 100 times. Figure 13 shows the mean probability that variation operations were successfully processed in this simulation. When λT = 10, 100, and 1000, they are almost constant and approximately 9.09 × 10 −1 , 9.90 × 10 −1 , and 9.98 × 10 −1 , respectively. The probabilities are almost independent of the number of replicas. However, the more replicas there were, the higher the probability was. Generally speaking, the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value for the number of arrivals in the Poisson process decreases as λT increases. Hence, the probability is lowest when λT = 10.
This result is exactly the same as the probability in the ideal situation in which the negative global variation limit is assigned to one replica and all negative variation operations arrive at it. This result in the figure shows that the fair PVL reassignment did not decrease the probability that variation operations were successfully processed. The system could fully process the maximum number of requests when using our method.
Next, we evaluated the fairness among individual replicas. We defined the fairness, called fairness rate, as the standard deviation of the probabilities that replicas can obtain a requested PVL alteration divided by the mean value of the probabilities. Figure 14 shows the fairness rate versus the number of replicas. The fairness rate means the difference in disadvantages among replicas caused by the PVL reassignment. The probability used in the definition of the fairness rate is defined as follows. Assume that replica i requests a PVL alteration of a (i) and the fairly assigned PVL alteration isâ (i) . Ifâ (i) is equal to or greater than a (i) , the probability is 1. If a (i) >â (i) , the probability isâ (i) /a (i) . We calculated the fairness rate through the same simulation as the performance evaluation described above. Therefore, variation operations arrived at replicas according to the Poisson process. The fairness rates in λT = 10, 100, and 1000 are shown in Fig. 14 . The original fairness rates when the PVL alteration requests were issued by replicas in λT = 10, 100, and 1000 were 3.16 × 10 −1 , 1.00 × 10 −1 , and 3.16 × 10 −2 , respectively. They converged to the values as shown in Fig. 14 . Even when the number of replicas was 10, the fairness rate was less than 2.58 × 10 −2 . For any λT , the fairness rate was also less than 2.58 × 10 −2 . When the number of replicas was more than 100, the fairness rate was approximately 9 × 10 −3 for any λT . Generally speaking, it is difficult to achieve high fairness when the number of replicas and λT are small. However, our method did achieve an extremely high fairness rate even when the number of replicas and λT was small.
Related Work
Epsilon serializability [4] - [7] is a generalization of serializability [1] . It brings more concurrency by allowing a limited amount of inconsistency in transaction processing. To continue to process transactions even when a link or node failure occurs, systems using epsilon serializability need more reliability than the FVRC system. The FVRC system might restrict transaction semantics, but it is suitable for many applications used in the Internet because it enables weak coupling among replicas and allows unreliability of links and nodes.
The Escrow transactional method [3] , [23] is designed to offer non-blocking record updating by transactions that are long-lived. It provides high concurrency for transaction processing and allows distributed transactions in the presence of delayed messages and occasional line disconnection. An Escrow field allows fuzziness of the value of data. It improves the concurrency of transaction processing. However, this method does not simultaneously process update transactions in multiple partitioned networks. The idea of improving concurrency by allowing fuzziness is used in epsilon serializability as well as in the Escrow transactional method.
Data-Value Partitioning (DVP) [15] splits up the values of data and stores them as tokens on servers processing transactions. Ç etintemel et al. proposed token redistribution strategies for DVP and evaluated them using real wide-area message tracing [24] . They split the number into smaller portions, which were mainly to be consumed in only one direction, though they allowed the consumed number to be returned to a server. DVP can eliminate the abort of already committed transactions. On the other hand, our method achieves decentralized and asynchronous replica control to eliminate the abort of already committed transactions. It achieves high performance of transaction processing by eliminating synchronous interaction among replicas. In addition, the FVRC method provides symmetric operations in the positive and negative directions on numerical data and its premise is that numerical data is shared and scrambled by different organizations and companies for their business, which usually compete with each other. Our system enables fairness when those organizations and companies try to obtain a portion of the numerical data.
In our system, a replica provides the value of data using its copy and unconsumed local variation limits. As a result, the value of data read by a client includes some fuzziness but has the lower and upper bounds of the data. Yu and Vahdat proposed a technique for efficient error bounding [25] . A replica in our system provides the lower and upper bound of data by assuming that all local variation limits assigned to the other replicas are consumed. To reduce the error included in data handled by our system, we need tighter coupling among replicas. However, this is less suitable for use on the Internet.
Conclusion
We proposed fairly assigned variation-based replica control for a number of loosely coupled systems. This method achieves two important features in a decentralized and asynchronous way. First, it eliminates the asynchronous abort of already committed transactions even when network partitioning occurs. Second, it balances the demands of replicas to process update transactions so that successfully processed transactions have an equal effect on all organizations managing replicas. A decentralized and asynchronous approach is needed because it is difficult to keep a number of loosely coupled systems in working order, and replica operations performed in a centralized and synchronous way can degrade the performance of transaction processing.
We evaluated our method in terms of its transaction processing performance and fairness among replicas. The results showed that our system can achieve extremely high performance and fairness among replicas.
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